CHAPTER 18

Database System Architectures

Exercises

18.3 Answer: The drawbacks would be that two interprocess messages would be required to acquire locks, one for the request and one to confirm grant. Interprocess communication is much more expensive than memory access, so the cost of locking would increase. The process storing the shared structures could also become a bottleneck.

The benefit of this alternative is that the lock table is protected better from erroneous updates since only one process can access it.

18.4 Answer: With powerful clients, it still makes sense to have a client-server system, rather than a fully centralized system. If the data-server architecture is used, the powerful clients can off-load all the long and compute intensive transaction processing work from the server, freeing it to perform only the work of satisfying read-write requests. Even if the transaction-server model is used, the clients still take care of the user-interface work, which is typically very compute-intensive.

A fully distributed system might seem attractive in the presence of powerful clients, but client-server systems still have the advantage of simpler concurrency control and recovery schemes to be implemented on the server alone, instead of having these actions distributed in all the machines.

18.5 Answer:

a. We assume that objects are smaller than a page and fit in a page. If the interconnection link is slow it is better to choose object shipping, as in page shipping a lot of time will be wasted in shipping objects that might never be needed. With a fast interconnection though, the communication overheads and latencies, not the actual volume of data to be shipped, becomes the bottleneck. In this scenario page shipping would be preferable.
b. Two benefits of an having an object-cache rather than a page-cache, even if page shipping is used, are:
   i. When a client runs out of cache space, it can replace objects without replacing entire pages. The reduced caching granularity might result in better cache-hit ratios.
   ii. It is possible for the server to ask clients to return some of the locks which they hold, but don’t need (lock de-escalation). Thus there is scope for greater concurrency. If page caching is used, this is not possible.

18.8 Answer: Since the part which cannot be parallelized takes 20\% of the total running time, the best speedup we can hope for has to be less than 5.

18.11 Answer: With the central server, each site does not have to remember which site to contact when a particular data item is to be requested. The central server alone needs to remember this, so data items can be moved around easily, depending on which sites access which items most frequently. Other house-keeping tasks are also centralized rather than distributed, making the system easier to develop and maintain. Of course there is the disadvantage of a total shutdown in case the server becomes unavailable. Even if it is running, it may become a bottleneck because every request has to be routed via it.